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 cd_msi_006043), and it installs successfully, but when i run the software, it still says that it is not registered. Probably a lack of skill, but not sure why :/ I found the exact model of the unit, it is an X8z. There is a VMDK file for the OS of the windows 8 os that works fine, I copied the vmdk file and put it on the USB stick to install the os on the same stick. There is an option to "install Ubuntu" when I
start the stick it does not recognize it as an ubuntu installation and it does not recognize the hardware option I put on in the bios when it is powered on. kreib, i am not clear on what you are trying to do? is that a new intel CPU? covid: it's not an ubuntu issue covid: it's a windows issue I am running ubuntu 14.04 covid: that doesn't make it an ubuntu issue, windows deals with the hardware stuff, ubuntu
deals with the drivers/package management/configuration that's how it's always worked I'm confused covid: I'm not trying to be funny, but I'm really not trying to be funny covid: why don't you try to install it from windows covid: use the "manual" install option on the CD/USB stick This is windows 10 covid: so what? covid: you're running windows 10 - I'm saying the CD/USB is not an ubuntu install

My computer is running ubuntu 14.04 covid: then what do you want to do? why are you telling us this? It is a Asus RT-AC68U router with a USB stick on it. covid: a windows 10 install CD/ 520fdb1ae7
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